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Project Summary

We propose here to develop reliable fully-integrated data acquisition electronics
for warm-liquid calorimetry in the Superconducting Supercollider 550, using industrial
radiation hardened IC technologies. These circuits will be placed inside the vessel, close
to the detectors, to optimize speed and noise performance. A complete channel,
including a low-noise charge preamplifier with less than 1,000 electrons input referred
noise charge and speed of less than 100 nanoseconds, a noise shaper, a 16 sample
analog memory, a trigger processor with 2,500 electrons input noise and 10
nanoseconds response time, and a 10 bit A-D converter, will all be integrated in one or
two integrated circuits with a total power consumption of less than 150 mw. We expect
that the production cost per detector channel will be below $30.00. Samples of these
integrated circuits will be applied in experiments currently prepared by Dr. D. DiBitonto
and co-workers at the University of Alabama at Tuscaloosa. During the first year of this
project F’? ‘90 we will develop the front-end IC, i.e. the preamplifier with noise shaper
and trigger processor.

For this development, the military-grade rad-hard dielectrically-isolated BiFET
technologies of Texas Instruments and Harris have been selected for their excellent
radiation hardness and high-frequency performance. These IC technologies are currently
being evaluated; a first fully-integrated rad-hard, low-noise charge preamplifier has
successfully been developed. To support design and testing, the VLSI laboratory at
Texas A&M University has been enhanced for the design, modeling and evaluation of
low-noise, high-speed, rad-hard integrated circuits.

The requested funding will also be applied as seed money to further expand this
laboratory into a permanent center of expertise at Texas A&M University on the design of
high-reliability integrated data acquisition circuitry for a radiation environment. This
center will cooperate intimately with SSC, and with the industrial partners Honeywell,
Texas Instruments, Harris.
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1. Objectives of Proposed R&D and Relevance to SSC Experiments

In high-energy physics calorimetry experiments, elementary particles that have
scattered from a proton-proton collision are traced by detecting the pairs of negative and
positive charges that are left in the medium through which these particles propagate.
These charges are collected by applying a strong DC bias to a parallel-plate detector
capacitor so that positive and negative charges drift to opposite plates. The charge on
this detector is traditionally read out by a charge preamplifier. This preamplifier is
typically followed by a noise shaper, an analog memory bank and ND conversion. In
parallel with this signal processing path, there is a trigger processor which detects the
presence of an induced charge, larger than some preset level.

High-energy experiments can only be conducted in a meaningful way if these
charge measurements in large detector arrays are accurate, repeatable and reliable. As
such, the most important specifications are sensitivity expressed in mV/pC, noise
performance expressed in electrons RMS, and useful lifetime.

Traditionally, data acquisition circuits for particle detection were discrete designs,
or hybrid designs with discrete low-noise transistors, connected to the detectors through
long cables [1,2,31. Input transistors were typically FET’s for low-capacitance detectors, or
bipolar transistors for high-capacitance detectors. The cost of selecting discrete matched
components and of manufacturing hybrid circuits is very high, and also power
consumption per channel can be excessive.

These classical designs will not be suitable for implementation in the new
Superconducting Supercollider, because the imposed limitations and requirements lead
to-completely different design trade-offs [4]. E.g.: the exposure of the data acquisition
circuitry to high radiation levels eliminates certain choices in technology or circuit design
[5]. Only limited design experience is available in the area of rad-hard, low-noise,
high-speed analog IC. design. Hence, it can be expected that the development of
reliable data acquisition electronics might become one of the major roadblocks on the
way to a successful construction of the SSC [4].

In particular, the design of data acquisition circuitry for particle detection
electronics for the SSC must conform to the following set of very challenging
requirements:
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a The noise floor must be reduced to the absolute minimum, i.e. less than 1,000
electrons [1-3]. Lower noise levels are not compatible with other requirements such
as power consumption, response time, and size.

b High collision repetition rates 60 MHz dictate that device speed must be maximized
[3]. A response time of less than 100 nanoseconds seems appropriate. This speed
can only be achieved if long coaxial cables can be avoided. This implies that, unlike
previous designs, the front-end data acquisition circuitry be mounted on or close to
the detectors.

c Many hundreds of thousands of data acquisition channels must be installed in
principle: one channel per detector capacitance. Hence, heat management and
electrical power management considerations dictate that power consumption per
channel is limited to a few hundred milliwatts maximum [41. The physical size of the
electronics must, for the same reasons, be kept to a minimum [4].

d Performance must be maintained over prolonged periods of time. First of all, it is very
costly to interrupt experiments. Also, front-end electronics can be virtually
inaccessible inside the vessel. And finally, recalibration of detector electronics is in
general a painful and time-consuming task. Slow build-up of radiation damage is the
primary cause for noise performance degradation [5,6] over time. It is estimated that
most 01 the from-end electronics must be resistant to 2 MegaRads of Gamma radiation
and 2 x io13 neutrons/cm2 in this way, a useful life time of about two years can be
guaranteed.

e The capacitive nature of the detectors demands low-noise FET input stages [1] in the
charge preamplifiers, in order to minimize noise levels. Bipolar transistors are not
useful as input devices, since radiation damage reduces the current gain hFE to
about 30 to 40, even in very hard IC technolo9ies. As a result, noise would increase to
unacceptable levels.

f A major issue is to produce these several hundreds of thousands of channels of
precision detector electronics in a reliable and economical way, using standard
industrial processes and manufacturing techniques.

It is clear that the only way to fulfill all these requirements is to integrate the data
acquisition electronics using Integrated Circuit IC design techniques. Due to the high
total radiation doses that can be accumulated over a few years, only a few military-grade
IC technologies, such as Bipolar of BiFET technologies, are suitable [7]. CMOS, although
inexpensive and widely available, is unsuitable in any environment where total Gamma
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doses exceed a few hundred kiloRads 8]. In the group of acceptable industrial IC
technologies, we have selected those technologies that are backed up by a strong
experience in the design of analog integrated circuits. Two of the most important
companies that meet these requirements are:
a Texas Instruments in Dallas, Texas.
b Harris Semiconductor in Melbourne, Florida.
Both companies have a complete range of radiation-hardened analog IC processes, with
each having as top of the line a dielectrically isolated BiFET process.

An excellent cooperation has been set up with both companies over the past two
years on the design of fully-integrated rad-hard low-noise analog integrated circuits for
particle detection in the SSC. Next to their obvious experience in device modeling and
circuit design for rad-hard analog design, these groups have another competitive edge
over other semiconductor manufacturing companies. Over the past decade, they have
been very active not only in the development of dedicated radiation-hardened analog
IC’s, but also in the development of the electronic systems in which these IC’s are used
both military and space applications [9,10]. Therefore, they are familiar with producing
small series of high-performance, highly customized analog IC’s, and with tailoring the
specifications of an IC to the required performance of a dedicated system. Most other IC
manufacturers only are interested in the design of standard integrated circuits with a
production of over a million samples a year.

We will now briefly summarize the results of some studies on rad-hard analog IC
design and device modeling, conducted over the last year. These investigations were an
intrinsic part of a pilot study, sponsored by DOE.
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a Modeling of radiation damage in devices for low-noise analoa IC design.

As has been said, speed and noise requirements 2,11] in the SSC dictate that
the most sensitive portion of the electronics be mounted on the electrodes [12], where the
level of radiation obviously is highest [6]. A systematic study has been conducted on
testing and characterizing the degradation of device performance after radiation in
rad-hard IC technologies. The most important observations are listed here:
10: JFETS being majority-carrier devices tend to be unaffected by neutrons, and are

only moderately affected by Gamma radiation. In a dielectrically-isolated BiFET
process Vp and 1DSS variations are less than a few percent. However, JFET’s in all
industrial rad-hard IC processes show a strong degradation in low-frequency noise
and junction leakage after Gamma doses of over 500 kRads. The increase in leakage
current and flicker noise can be several orders of magnitude.

2°: The only parameter in bipolar transistors which is significantly degraded in rad-hard
technologies is the current gain factor hFE. This gain can "sag" after radiation to
values as low as 20 to 30 in NPN’s and as low as 5 in PNP’s. Also, the range for
collector current where hFE is acceptable shifts to higher 1C and narrows down
considerably. This can result in severe bias problems in analog IC design.

3°: Enhanced MESFET and HIGFET devices in GaAs technology have been
characterized in cooperation with Honeywell in Minneapolis, MN. It has been
observed that these devices are extremely hard no threshold or current shifts up to
10 MegaRads. Flicker noise before radiation is very high lower Megahertz range,
but does not degrade after radiation. GaAs IC technology is fairiy immature at this
point of time, and therefore it is not considered here as a realistic choice to implement
front-end electronics for the SSC. However, within a few years, it may become a
suitable alternative, due to its superior radiation hardness. Hence, the investigation in
GaAs analog low-noise circuit design will be continued see appended letter of
support, although with external funding.
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b Design of fully-Integrated rad-hard BIFET charge preamplifiers

A prototype has been realized of a low-noise, radiation hardened preamplifier
that was designed for a 10 pF detector cell, which is part of a warm liquid forward
calorimetry experiment [12]. This charge preamplifier was integrated in a
junction-isolated BIFET process with a 80 MHz Fr for the P-JFET, and 260 MHz T for the
NPN bipolar transistors. This technology was selected because it is readily available,
very mature standard analog IC’s such as the TL074 and LF356 are manufactured in
quite comparable processes, and therefore it is well characterized and inexpensive. On
the other hand, it is only moderately hard, due to deep junctions, and junction isolation. A
circuit schematic of the integrated BiFET preamplifier is shown in Fig.1.

This preamplifier is essentially a single-input, folded-cascode amplifier, in which
all bipolar current sources have resistive emitter degeneration to reduce input referred
noise. The feedback capacitor is 1 pF, the detector capacitance is 10 pF. This amplifier
has been manufactured and tested before and after the application of a strong radiation
dose. The most important measured specifications of this preamplifier are below:

Specification Prerad After 1.5 Meaaflad After 2E1 2 n/cm2

Rise Time 50-80 nsec <160 nsec <160 nsec
Noise <900 el. RMS <2,200 el. RMS c 1,500 el. RMS
Power Cons. <80 mW <80 mW <80 mW

This circuit was the first published fully-integrated, rad-hard charge preamplifier ever
integrated in a industrial IC technology, that was tested for radiation levels compatible
with SSC operation [13,14]. For more information on this circuit, a copy of a paper
presented recently at the Bipolar Circuits and Technology Meeting in Minneapolis [14]
has been appended.

It is however clear that the lifetime of this circuit would not exceed half a year to
one year for realistic radiation dose rates.
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Fia.1: Internal circuit schematic of low-noise BiFET charge preamplifier.

Therefore, we have negotiated the use of the state-of-the-art dielectrically
isolated BiFET process of Harris to integrate a second preamplifier circuit prototype. This
technology is hard to both neutrons and Gamma radiation, far beyond what is required
for maintaining circuit performance in SSC. First samples of this new circuit are expected
middle of Fall ‘89. Results will be presented to the engineering community shortly- after
that. The major unknown is again the effective degradation in flicker noise performance.
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c Establishment of Instrumentation Laboratory

We have built up, with support from DOE and NSF, a very versatile and efficient
instrumentation laboratory to analyze the characteristics of semiconductor devices and
circuits. The available equipment includes DC Parameter Analyzers HP4145, HP4140,
a S-Parameter Analyzer HP8753, a 1 0Hz Waveform Rbcorder HP541 11 and a
high-performance Spectrum Analyzer HP3585. The measurement equipment is
controlled by HP9000 UNIX workstations. The whole network is shown in Fig.2.
State-of-the-art software tools have been developed on this network to test
high-performance analog circuits in a joint effort with Hewlett-Packard in Loveland, CO.
These workstations also link the evaluation environment to the l.C. design environment
on SUN and Apollo workstations.

Radiation tests can be conducted on-campus through two sources:
a A Co6° source for Gamma radiation damage tests.
b A nuclear reactor in the Texas A&M University Nuclear Science Center yields
controlled quantities of neutrons with a Gamma ray background.
In this way we have the ability to test performance degradation of developed electronics
in increments up to about 10 MegaRads of Gamma dose, and 5x1014 neutrons/cm2,
which exceeds by far the expected total doses in SSC.
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2. Project Description, liming and Milestones.

We propose here to build, over the next two and a halve years, a fully-integrated
version of the data acquisition electronics for particle detection. In the first pass, we will
deliberately confine our developments to data acquisition for the warm liquid calorimetry.
Therefore, samples of these chips will be transferred to the research group of Dr. 0.
DiBitonto at the University of Alabama at Tuscaloosa, who is preparing warm liquid
calorimetry experiments for SSC. In a later stage, we will investigate also whether the
circuits that are developed by us can be appUed also in other calorimetry applications
such as Liquid Argon calorimetry.

The proposed data acquisition chip set will include the following functions, as
also indicated on Fig.3:
1°: A charge preamplifier which is optimized for detector capacitances between 10 and

30 pF. This preamplifier will have the following specifications:
Input referred noise: c 1,000 electrons
Sensitivity: ci mV/fC or 160 i.xV per 1,000 electrons
Response time: < 100 nanoseconds
Large-signal linearity: <1% THD for ±1 Volt output swings

2°: A noise shaper with a signal gain of 6. This will result in a sensitivity of about 1 mV for
each 1,000 electrons input charge. Noise, linearity and speed will be designed such
that the charge preamplifier will dominate performance.

3°: A trigger processor will be designed which will have an input referred noise of less
than 2,500 electrons RMS equivalent input noise, and a response time of less than 10
nanoseconds.

4°: A simple calibration circuit will be added; this will be a pulse generation circuit with
the pulse height controlled by a simple bandgap reference generator accuracy of
step: less than 1%. The pulse will be applied to the input node of the charge
preamplifier through a small 0.1 pF capacitor. To avoid any noise coupling through
this capacitor during normal operation of the charge preamplifier, we will disconnect
that capacitor from the sensitive preamplifier input node by a low-capacitance JFET
switch.

5°: An analog memory will be designed with a length of 16 samples. The sample/hold
amplifiers in it may have some additional gain to boost signal amplitude somewhat.
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6°: A high-speed 10 bit ADC will be designed to transfer the data in digital format to the
outside world. Eventually, an optical link can be used for the interconnection from
inside the vessel to the outside electronics, to reduce the effect of electromagnetic
interference. The actual architecture of the ADC will depend heavily on the minimal
conversion time. This conversion time itself depends on the stochastics of how
frequently "meaningful" events occur, and how clustered these are, and also on how
many collision cycles one is allowed to skip if such a meaningful event occurs.

Scattered
Particles

*2kV

________

Detector ri=.1

_

Low-Noise Noise Analog I Flash
Charge t Shaper

+ Memory r ADC
Yreamplifierl Extra Gain I

________________

tttt tttt
Trigger Digital

Processor Control

Fig.3: Block diagram of a complete rad-hard particle detection data acquisition
channel, to be mounted on the detector.

The optimal partitioning of this system in individual I.C.’s is not so clear at this
time. Based on power consumption and cross-talk specifications, it seems logical to put a
complete single data acquisition channel, as defined higher, on one l.C. However, the
front-end modules i.e.: preamplifier, noise shaper and trigger processor have the most
stringent speed and noise specifications. Therefore, we can achieve a significant
improvement in total cost, yield and reliability, if a few front-end channels are combined
on one IC which is integrated in the hardest and most high-performance IC technology,
and if the remaining electronics such as the analog memory and ADC’s are integrated in
another IC technology with more relaxed radiation, speed and noise performance, but
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which is more optimized for circuit density, low price, and high yield. A rad-hard BiCMOS
technology might be suitable for this, as long as the CMOS devices are not used for
high-performance analog functions. Based on preliminary cost calculations, we expect to
be able to develop IC’s with a production cost of $30.00 per channel.

During the first year of this project i.e.: FY ‘90, we propose to develop a
prototype of a BiFET integrated circuit which contains two front-end channels with each a
charge preamplifier, a noise shaper, a trigger processor and a calibration circuit.

We have budgeted IC processing through two semiconductor manufacturers. We
will use the Dielectrically-lsolated BiFET processes of both Texas Instruments and Harris
Semiconductor Corporation. This implies that we plan to conduct in parallel two IC
developments of the same type of circuits. Although this is quite uncommon, it should not
be seen as a waste of energy, time and money. To prove this, we would like to point to
the following extremely important arguments:
1°: The developed IC’s will always be rather sophisticated custom integrated circuits.

This implies that these circuits later can only be purchased from that particular vendor
that developed these. Experiences at other large high-energy physics programs e.g.
CERN have clearly shown that it is not very wise to depend for essential electronic
components on one single manufacturer. This is independent of how good the
relationship may be with that particular vendor.

2°:Through the cooperation with Texas Instruments and Harris, we have learned that
only rarely the available precharacterized devices and subcircuits were appropriate
for our developments. Also, the slow build-up of radiation damage in SSC is not
comparable to the impulse-type radiation exposure, typical in other, military-type
applications. Therefore, success in this project can only be achieved if we cooperate
in a very intimate way with the device technologists of our industrial partners, to
assess how device performance can be improved to serve better our goals. The two
D.l. processes that we plan to use are somewhat different in nature, and the circuit
design experience and interests 01 both industrial groups are somewhat different.
Therefore, the goals set in this project do not only cover the succesfull completion of
the planned IC’s, but also how to enhance the awareness in the major rad-hard
semiconductor manufacturing companies for the specific needs of 550.

To conclude, we are convinced that the very large number of detector data acquisition
circuits that have to be developed can only be manufactured, in a relaible way, if we can
secure from the onset of this project a sound industrial base.
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The initial phase of the development of such integrated system has already
begun. Financial support by Texas Instruments and NSF has been applied to develop
high-frequency integrated filters [15-171, and to design and model high-speed flash A-0
Converters [18-19]. Hardware and software test set-ups have been developed to
characterize high-performance mixed analog/digital VLSI circuits, with technical and
financial support from Texas Instruments, Crystal Semiconductor and Analog Devices.

The following seven research tasks are planned over the next year FY ‘90.

Task 1: EvaluatIon of Rad-Fiard. Low-Noise Technologies 1 man-year
Our industrial partners, Texas Instruments and Harris Semiconductor, provide us

with models of the devices in their BiFET technology: JFET’s, bipolar transistors, diodes,
resistors, capacitors, zeners. These models can be given in the form of sets of model
parameters that are compatible with the standard circuit simulator SPICE. They provide
us also with samples of these devices, which are fully characterized in our laboratory,
both before and after exposure to radiation in the Nuclear Science Center. A comparison
in our research group between available SPICE models, and the measured behaviour of
radiated devices, has revealed that current SPICE models of JFETs and bipolar
transistors are not appropriate to provide a accurate prediction of actual performance
degradation after exposure to radiation. In particular, we will derive SPICE
enhancements for the following specifications:
- Effective hFE of bipolar transistors i.e.: an extension of the Gummel-Poon model.
- Leakage current in bipolar transistors and JFET’s primarily surface leakage
- Low-frequency noise in JFET’s.
Newly introduced technologies such as GaAs or new devices in existing technologies
will be investigated as these become available to us.

Milestones:
a July 1990: we will present an updated SPICE model for DC biasing of bipolar

transistors and JFET’s. These SPICE model extensions will be made available in a
SPICE 3 version to all participants in electronics design for 550. The actual device
parameters which refer to the Texas Instruments and Harris Semiconductor
technologies will remain the proprietary information of these companies.

b December 1990: we will present an updated SPICE model which will also include a
better low-frequency noise model for JFET’s. We will also present a measurement
and fitting procedure to obtain values for all newly defined device parameters.
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Task 2: System Deslan of Comolete Channel 1 man-year
The fraction of all collisions that produces a meaningful event in a particular set of

detector channels is very low. These statistics can be applied to reduce significantly the
throughput rate, and therefore area and power consumption of the analog memory banks
and ADC’s. An important issue will be whether we can afford to throw away incoming
data while the ADO is converting. The new high-level behavioral circuit simulator SABER
[201 will be used to model the complete system, to assist in selecting the right ADC
architecture, and to facilitate the partitioning of the complete system into smaller modules,
to optimize performance.

Milestones:
a March 1990: set-up of front-end part of data acquisition channel charge preamplifier,

noise shaper, trigger processor is completed in SABER, using simplified circuit
equations for least critical blocks, and actual transistor circuits for very sensitive
subcircuits.

b July 1990: a complete data acquisition channel, including analog memory and ADO is
built in SABER. Models for several alternative ADO architectures have been
developed.

c December 1990: a study is completed which shows the trade-off between power
consumption, resolution and bandwidth of the ADC’s versus the expected stochastics
of charge deposition on a related bank of detectors, and versus the percentage of
relevant events that can be purged without affecting the experiments too much.
During this study we will consult with other groups, which develop the hardware and
software, that process the data acquired by our electronic circuits.
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Task 3: CircuIt Design of Charge PreamplifIer. NoIse Shaper. Trigger
Processor and Calibrator In BIFET Technology 2 man-years

As has been said, we will cooperate with Texas Instruments and Harris
Semiconductor to develop the front-end modules of the particle detection electronics,
using their D.l. BIFET technologies. In each technology, we will optimize the design of the
preamplifier, noise shaper, trigger processor and calibrator. Ample experience has been
gathered on the charge preamplifier in some prototype development prior to the start of
this project.

Milestones:
a February 1990: a low-noise preamplifier two channels which is currently being

processed by Harris, will be tested completed, including radiation hardness. Resufts
will be reported to SSO and the Microelectronics community. This prototype circuit will
be used as a vehicle to compare device modeling with the prediction of performance
degradation after radiation exposure in actual circuits see: Task 1.

b July 1990: masks will be generated for test runs which will contain independent test
circuits for all the different modules, and a two-channel version of the complete
system.

c November 1990: test I.C?s will be available for a wafer level scan test, and for device
modeling. All test circuits wiR be tested, including evaluation of radiation damage.
About 100 l.O.’s, containing the two-channel version of the data acquisition, will be
packaged, tested, and shipped to Dr. D. DiBitonto at the University of Alabama at
Tuscaloosa. These chips will be mounted on the detectors developed before, and a
complete experimental set-up will be prepared there. We will consult with this group
to interpret data, and to discuss possible circuit improvements or enhancements.

d December 1990: We will report to SSO on the performance of the manufactured
circuits, and will provide small numbers of test circuits to other participating research
groups for evaluation purposes.
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3. Commitments to the R&D by the proponents I Contact person.

Grants from DOE, NSF and Texas Instruments, and equipment donations by
Hewlett-Packard, have been applied over the last three years to develop a very
impressive VLSI evaluation laboratory. The Department of Electrical Engineering, the
Texas Engineering Experiment Station and the College of Engineering have contributed
to this laboratory development with contributions of over $ 200,000.

The Texas A&M University Nuclear Science Center has agreed to cost share the
radiation tests for an amount of $ 10,000. Current funding from DOE will be applied to
support the ongoing evaluation of rad-hard 10 technology for the present year.

Texas Instruments and Harris are providing invaluable technical support and have
donated complimentary samples of devices. Harris is currently integrating a first charge
preamplifier prototype in their dielectrically isolated BiFET process. IC processing and
extended support services have been made available by these industrial partners at
minimal costs see appendices. Honeywell has donated complimentary samples of
GaAs devices, and is currently integrating for us a few versions of a fully-integrated GaAs
charge preamplifier with enhanced MESFET devices.

Due to its strong reputation in analog IC design and also due to the proximity to
Waxahachie, TX, Texas A&M University is the premier choice for setting up a long-term
support center for the design, development and testing of reliable instrumentation for the
SSC. We are requesting external funding for the development of such center through the
Texas Advanced Technology Program, through NSF, and through the University
Cooperation Programs of various industrial partners.

Contact person:

Dr. Peter M. VanPeteghem
Texas A&M University, Department of Electrical Engineering
College Station, TX 77843-3128
Telephone: 409 845-8373
FAX: 409 845-7161
E-mail correspondence: Bitnet: VANPETE@TAMVXEE

Internet: VANPETE@EE.TAMU.EDU
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4. Budçet and Budget Justification for FY 1990

ITEM COST
A. Personnel

1. Principal Investigators
Peter M. VanPeteghem @25% of full-time $16,250

for project supervision, and project management
Randall L Geiger @15% of full-time $12,000

for project supervision, student supervision
2. Graduate Research Associates

Ph.D. Student 1 @50% of full-time $12,960
for the design of the total system, partitioning in smaller units,
system simulation

Ph.D. Student 2 @50% of full-time $12,960
for the design of integrated data acquisition circuits in
BiFET technology

Ph.D. Student 3 @50% of full-time $12,960
for the design of integrated data acquisition circuits in
BIFET technology

Ph.D. Student 4 @50% of full-time $12,960
for the testing, evaluation and modeling of the resistance of
the developed circuits to radiation damage.

3. Technical Staff
System Manager VLSI Laboratory @50% of full-time $9,840

will be responsible for software and hardware support
during design and testing of the integrated circuits.

Developer of Test Setups @50% of full-time $9,840
will prepare test setups and write software programs to
acquire and process test data.

Secretary @30% of full time $7,500
will be responsible for generating reports and
documentation.

B. Fringe Benefits @14.2% of salaries $15,232

Total Salaries and Wages $1 22,502
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C. Permanent Equipment
Bruel&Kjaer Low-Noise Amplifier/Meter $14,000

for accurate measurement of noise performance
of low-noise devices and circuits.

2 SUN Sparcstation 1 Workstation ÷ Peripherals $43,400
mc.: LAN connection

800 MByte Hard Disk
Laser-printer
software licenses already present

will be used for design, simulation, modeling and layout of
BiFET integrated circuits

IC Tester Configuration $165,000
md.: HP 1 6500A Analog/Digital Waveform Recording

HP 9000 series 330 Workstation
HP 4062C Semiconductor Parameter Test System
Electroglass 1 034X Prober

will be used to perform extensive wafer probe testing
of prototype integrated circuits and the devices in them

Total Permanent Equipment $222,400

D. Travel
1. Domestic $8,000

Est.: 5 trips over to Texas Instruments, Dallas, TX
5 trips over to Harris Semiconductor, Melbourne, FL
each for two persons, three days

2. Foreign $2,000
One visit to CERN or other European lab

Total Travel $10,000

E. Other Direct Costs
1. Materials and Supplies $20,000
md.: PCB boards

hybrids
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data acquisition electronics
connectors and miscellaneous

2. Maintenance and Suppport of Equipment used $10,000
3. Software contracts $15,000

md.: HP-UX, HP-Basic,
SUN-OS
various fitting, modeling and simulation tools

as used in I.C. design
4. Computer ADPE Services $20,000

md.: HP9000, SUN, APOLLO, VAX computers
5. Subcontracts $184,400

IC Processing: D.I. run at Texas Instruments $99,759
md.: mask generation

processing of one lot of wafers
technical support in device modeling and

circuit design
IC Processing: D.l. run at Hanis Semiconductor $75,000

md.: mask generation
processing of one lot of wafers
technical support in device modeling and

circuit design
IC Packaging Costs $7,400
Radiation Testing $10,400

at the Nuclear Science Center, Texas A&M University
6. Reporting, clerical services $3,000

Total Other Direct Costs - $260,559

TOTAL DIRECT COSTS A through E $61 5,461

F. University Overhead @ 42% of dir. costs $258,494
standard Texas A&M University overhead for government or industrial
projects.

TOTAL COSTS A through F t873.955
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5. Estimate of Test Beam Needs

In this stage of the project, test beam needs are limited to a simulation of the
performance of the designed electronics under radiation conditions:
a We need to evaluate the performance degradation of the integrated electronics due to
a slow build up of radiation damage.
b We will have to monitor the presence and extent of unwanted glitches, false triggering
and other transient effects due to incident radiation.

Such condmtions can easily be mimicked by other radiation sources, such as
present currently in the Texas A&M University Nuclear Science Center.
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Abstract
Anentirely jutepatedBiPED charge preamplifier used

ing the specifications imposed iy the Supercondv.clinqSe
percollider, a rise time around 100 ns, noiselevel tess than
1,000 electrons11Mg, and a powerconsumptionof less than
80 mW, is presented. Performancehas been testedup to
total radiation doses of 1.4 MegaRads Gamma raps and
2 x 1013 neutrons/cm2

Introduction
In high-energyphysics calorimetry experiments,ele

mentary particles that scatter from a proton-protoncol
lision aretracedby detectingthe chargesthat are ldt be
hind in the medium throughwhich theseparticlesprops.-
gate. Thesechargesarecollectedon a parallel-platedetec
tor capacitorwhich is underastrongDC bias. ‘IaditioaaJ1y,
thesecollectedchargesaresensedandread out by a tran
scapacitanceamplifieror a chargepreamplifieras shown in
Figure 1. The most critical designspecificationsfor the
chargepreamplifierarethe sensitivity, expressedin mV/fC,
andthe RMS noise,expressedin equivalentelectronsRMS.
Chargepreamplifiersof this kind are traditionally discrete
or hybrid devices[1,2,3,with FET input transistorsfor low-
capacitancedetectors[4,5, or bipolar input transistorsfor
high capacitanceones. Thesepreamplifiersareusually con
nectedto thedetectorsthroughlong shieldedcables.For a
detector of severalhundredpF, a rise time of around3ps
and noise levels as low as 300 electrons RMS, havebeen
reported. However, the cost of selectingdiscretematched
componentsandmanufacturinghybrid circuits is very high
and the power consumptionper channeltendsto be exces
sive.

These classicalpreamplifiersare not suitablefor ap
plications in the SuperconductingSupercolliderSSC.For
the SSC. rise time must be reducedto within 100 ns, which
dictatesthe mountingof the preamplifier right next to the
detector 2]. Detector capacitance.isalso reduced10 to
300 pF and lower total chargewill be detectedper colli
sion. This meansthat the feedbackcapacitanceshould be
as small as possible, typically 1 pF, and the preamplifier
noisebe minimized. In addition,radiation levelsinside the
SSC calorimeterswill be higher. Annual Gammadosesof
100 kRad or even as high as 1 MRad, and neutrondoses
in the order of 2x10"/cm2 areexpected,dependingupon
the locationsof the detectors. Thus, preamplifiershaveto
be designedin radiation-hardenedIC technologies[5]. Fur
thermore,power consumptionallocationfor front-endelec
tronicsis limited in theSSC;utilization of power beyond100
mW per channelmust beproperlyjustified. Finally, a large
amountof preamplifiers,as manyas 3 millions accordingto
certainestimates[6, must be installed in a smallspase.

All theaboverequirementsmakeintegrationof thecharge
preamplifieron an IC a very attractiveand feasiblesolu
tion, sinceit providesanalogsignal processingfunetiaisin
a compact,low-power mannerwith simple mass produc

tion. However, low-poweroperationresultsin highernoise,
therefore,thebasiclong-termresearchissueis to searchfor
an IC technologythat will optimize noiseperformanceand
reliability at an affordableprice.

Design of the ChargePreamplifier
In this paper,anintegratedlow-noise,rad-hard,high-

speedchargepreamplifierprototype,designedfor a 10 pF
detectorcell for warm liquid calorimetryexperiments[7], is
presented.An industrial junction-isolatedBiFET process
with an 80 MHz Jr for theP-JETs,and260 MHz Jr for
the NPN transistors,was selectedto minimize noiselevel
for sucha low detectorcapacitance12,8]. Otherdevice pa
rametersaregiven in Thble 1.

A circuit schematicof the BiFET preamplifieris shown
in Figure2. It is essentiallya single-input,folded-cascode
amplifier [91 with a WET input transistor. The technique
of resistiveemitter degenerationis applied to all thebipo
lar currentsourcesandminors to reducethe input referred
noise.

Thefeedbackcapacitor,CF-B, is 1 pF, andthefeedback
resistor,Rn. realized with two back-to-backdiodes,is in
the gigaohmsrange; thevalue of .RFB is not critical as long
as it is in the highermegaohmsregion. The capacitorC1
introducesadominantpolewhile C3 createsapositive feed
back path. C4 can be usedto cancelpart of Ccz to provide
a trade-offbetweenspeedandnoiseof thepreamplifier;C3
hasbeenset to zero in this prototype,to minimize noise.

The most important design equationsare those that
concernnoise, speed andopen-loopgain of the preampli
fier. One premierdesignparameteris the feedbackfactor,
a, which is expressedas follow:

CF-B
1

- CF-a + Cp + C0

where C0 andCp arethe detectorcapacitanceandthe in-
put capacitance,which consistsprimarily of the CGSof the
input JFETof the preamplifier,respectively.Therise time,
r, is inverselyproportionalto a:

2

with Gm beingthe transconductanceof the input WET.
Theinput referrednoiseof thepreamplifiercan bewrit.

ten as:
3

whereC is ihenoiseexcessfactor,and .ECp accountsfor the
flicker noisewhich I. almostentirely dueto theinput WET.
The noiseexcessfactor, C, can be expressedas:
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Here, fiN and fip arethe currentgainsof the bipolar tran
sistor,, Vp is thepinch-off voltageof theWET, Vt is kT/q,
V is the DC voltage drop acroc the emitter degenera
tion resistors,and 1 and 4 denotesthe DC bias currents
in the two main branchesof the amplifier. As can be seen
in equation4, a low noise design requires a high 1 in
the input branch,a largeV over the resistors,and high
fl’s for the bipolar transistors.Other noisesourcesnot ac
countedfor in equations3 and4 are the noisedue to
thefeedbackresistor,RFB, andtheWET gateleakagecur
rent, Both of thesecontributionshaveoutput power
spectraldensitiesthat havea -20 dB/decslopewhich can
be filtered out almost completelywith a simple high-pass
shaper. For a high-passfilter with equivalentbandwidth
fz, the total integratednoiseis approximatelyequal to:

2 2kTG K, I
VRMS

=
+ rbog. T

which, for negligible flicker noise, can be further apprwci
matedas:

kTGVpVqjp
RMS - 3a2rPower

whereVgup is the supply voltage for the input branch,and
Poweris the total power consumedby this branch. Hence,
for a given power consumption,it is advantageousto re
ducethe total supplyvoltage asmuch as possible.This also
sets a limit on the maximum allowable voltage drop over
the resistors. It is often stated11,21 that the optimal in
put JFET aspectratio is onethat hasacorrespondingC03
that is equal t thesum of C0 andCF-B; the noiseandrise
time of the preamplifierareboth minimized this way. This
choice is howeveroften not feasibledueto excessivepower
consumption.

The open-loopgain of the preamplifier should be very
high in orderto havea linearandreproduciblechargetrans
fer, sincethe feedbackfactor, a, is muchless than one. An
approximationfor AOL for fip <<PM is given below:

2$7VAF-Il
AOL =

V,’2

where VAP is theearly ‘cottagefor the PNP transistors.In
ourdesign,AOL is higher than 80dB. fom equation7, it
is obvioushat IC technologieswith bigi $‘s andhigh early
voltagesaremoredesirablechoices.

Regardingradiation damages,the basic limitation is
the increasein the flicker noiseof the preamplifier. It is
especiallycritical for the input WET to maintain low K,
under radiation. Fl,om the results of our radiation tests,
transistorswith smallgeometriestend to be moreradiation-
hardened. Thus, it is advisableto implement large tran
sistors by putting identical smaller transistorsin parallel.
Certainly, it is most essentialto choosend-hardIC tech
nologies that can maintain low flicker noisecharacteristics
even underhigh levels Of radiations.

ResuIts

The circuit in Figure 2 hasbeenintegratedand tested.
A microphotographof the input stageis shown in Figure3-

4 The most important specificationsof the preamplifierand
someof the transistorparameters,for a typical sample,be
fore andafter Gammaandneutronirradiations,areshown
in Ts.ble2- Onecan seethat the input WET transcondue
twice, C,,,, staysroughly constantwhile the gate leakage
current,1ass,increasesby ordersof magnitudeafter being
exposuredto radiation. For the bipolar transistors,thepa
rameterthat is affectedthemost is thecurrentgain, $ - For
themostpart, thedegradationin the transistorparameters,
except for Kp, can be overcomeby applying better circuit
designtechniques15,9,141.

Figure 4 showsthe noisespectraldensity of oneof the
prototypesamplesbefore andafter Gammairradiation. It
is obviousthat flicker noiseincreasessignificantly after irra
diation. Therelationshipbetweenthe total RMS noise and
the Gammadosesapplied is shown in Figure 5- The fact
that the total RMS noiseincreaseswith the Gammadose
up to a maximumandthenretreatsto a lower level is not
well understood. One suggestionis that radiation "breaks

5 down" the latticeof thesemiconductormaterialandmakes
it less homogenousandhencecausestheflicker noiseto in
crease. This disturbancewill reach a maximum and any
further increasein radiationdosewill randomly improveor
degradethehomogeneityof thecrystal latticeandthus cre
ates higheror lower flicker noise, statistically, This sug
gestion is deducedfrom our experimentswith high Gamma
dosesbeyond the dose wheretotal RMS noisereachesthe
maximum;fluctuationsof total RMS noiseabout themax
imum value were observed.

Figure 6 shows the plot of the total RMS noiseversus
the gate leakagecurrent. It follows more or less a
linear relationship. The graphfor rise time versusGamma
radiationdoseis shown in Figure7. It shows an increasein
rise time with Gammadoseup to a maximumandthensat
uratesat around160 us. Onebatchof preamplifiersstarted
out with a rise time of about 76 as while the other started
out at 160 us; however,theyboth saturatedat about160 us.
The batch that startedout with slower rise time probably
camefrom a wafer that was not as "dean" asothers,

After exposingtheprototypepreamplifiersto aneutron
dose of 2x10’3/anm,no sign of degradationof performance
of the preamplifierswas observed.More neutrontests will

7 be performedin the near future andwe will report on the
results later.

Conclusion

The potentialof using BiFET IC technolog- to design
chargepreamplifier for a radiationenvironment has been
illustrated. The presented prototype realizes a low noise
less than 1,000 electrons RMS before radiation, low power
consumption, and high speedimplementation. This type of
preamplifiers are expectedto perform well in the portions of
the SuperconductingSupcrcollidei where the total radiation
dosesdo not exceed 200 to 300 kRad of Gamma rays and
1O/cm of neutrons per year. For the limited sections
with higher total radiation doses,noise level will gradually
increaseto 2,400 electronsRIdS. Hence, there is a strong
incentiveto searchfor IC processesin which flicker noiseis
less dependent on radiation damage.
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Figure 1. Circuit schematicof chargepreamplifiersystem.

Figure 2. Internalcircuit schematicof the BIFET charge
preamplifier.

Parameter NP?! PNP

127 250
Ij, 19,nA 0.i2rnA
VA 200V 60V
RB 851 800
S5 sin so
Tp flOps 2Qns
C1. 1.lpF 1.SpF
C1 O.5p1 i.SpF

i.7pF 1.4pF

Integr. arc.

Table 1: Typical bipolar transistorsparameters
before radiation.
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Figure 4. Measurednoisespectraldensity of the preampli
fier before and after Gammaradiation wont case.

I

Figure6. Scatterplot of the measuredtotal RMS noisevs.
input P-JFET gate lealcagecurrent.

a

I

Figure 7. Measuredrise time vs. Gammaradiation dose
for 6 samples.
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Figure 3. Microphotograph
the chargepreamplifier.
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Figure 5. Measuredtotal RMS noisevs. total Gamma
radiationdosefor 3 typical samples.

Table 2. Measured typical preamplifier specifications and
transistorparametersbefore arid after radiation.
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Dr. Lynne Jordan Bowers
Division of ResearchPrograms
Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board
P.O. Box 12788
P.ustin, Texas 78711

Dear Dr. Bowers:

Please accept this letter in support of the proposal titled "Radiation Hardened
Particle Detection for the Superconducting Supercollider" submitted by Dr. Peter
VanPeteghemof Texas A&M University. The Nuclear Science Center w_Ll be used to
provide neutron radiation ex:sures for the stated project in order to test the
electronic devices constructed by Dr. VanPeteghem’s team. The NSC currently
provides similar services to the Electronics and Defense Sector of ?W, Inc. This
program has been ongoing for over 18 months and the NSC has gair.ed invaluable
experience in this type of wcr.. We feel that the radiation exposuresand testing
that Dr. VanPeteghemproposes will provide him with pertinent data in regards to
his stated aim of developing radiation hardened resistant devices.

Dr. VanPeteghem has estimated that the project will require frDm 20 to 30
irradiations at the NSC usina our Irradiation Cell. Each of these irradiations
will typically last from 20 t: 30 minutes. As stated in the NSC’s Service Charge
Schedule copy enclosed whic: becomes effective 1 September 1989. the charge for
Irradiation Cell operations is a $500 set-up fee and a useagefee $360 per hour
with a minimum charge of 1/2 hour. Assuming the minimum charge time, then, a
typical irradiation for the pr:posed project would have a service charge value of
$680. Therefore, the proposed project would incur total projected reactor useage
charges of from $13,600 to $2C.l0O. In order to support the proposed work by Dr.
VanPeteghem,the Nuclear Science Center is prepared to foregoe the set-up fees for
the first 20 twenty cell irradiations performed under this project and charge for
useage time only. In return, Dr. VanPeteghem has agreed tc perform his
irradiations on an as availabLe basis with the understanding that the NSC agrees to
perform at least 20 such irradiations, if requested, within 2U months from the
awarding of any grant for the project. For any irradiations beyond 20, the NSC
proposes to charge the project full costs with the project then gaining normal
scheduling considerations. Thus, for a projected total value of $13,600 to
$20,’400, the NSC stands ready to contribute $10,000 dollars in services in support
of this proposal. Please note that the NSC currently has scheduled use of the
irradiation cell at least twice per month, and so we anticipate a trintmum of delays
to the proposed work due to scheduling problems.
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The Nuclear Science Center is operated by the Texas Engineering Experiment !tation
and thus is part of the Texas A&M University System, but not part of Tens MM
University. The NSC is pleased to be able to offer this support f:r Dr.
VanPeteghem’s proposed project. If you have any questions or need any further
information in regards to our participation in this propcsal, please feeL free to
contact me either directly or through :r. VanPeteghem.

Sincerely,

2 :C. r

.ohn L. Krohn
Assistant Director
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Texas A&M University
Department of Electrical Engineering
College Station, Texas 77843-3128

ATTENTION Or. Peter VanPeteghem
Assistant Professor

SUBJECT Request for Quotation RFQ:
LTR-6- 15-89
Fabrication of BiFET Test Circuits

ENCLOSURE 1 Technical Description

Gentlemen:

In response to the subject RFQ, Texas Instruments Incorporated is
pleased to provide a cost-plus-fixed-fee CPFF proposal for BiFET
test circuits as follows:

ESTIMATED FIXED
ITEM DESCRIPTION COST FEE PRICE

001 Device Modeling $ 7,617.00 $ 519.00 $ 8,136.00
002 Bar Layout and Masks 53,109.00 3,678.00 56,787.00
003 Wafer Processing 32,560.00 2,276.00 34,836.00

$ 93,286.00 $ 6,473.00

Total CPFF: $ 99,759.00

Enclosure 1 contains a description of our technical approach.

Terms and conditions are reserved for mutual agreement prior to
acceotance of any resultant contract. This quotation shall expire on
30 November 1989.

Your consideration of Texas Instruments for the subject effort is
appreciated.
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480-1042. Contractual Issues should be directed to Ms.

Contract Administrator, at 214 480-6308, telex
Terminal ID, EGCT. or Facsimile machine 214 480-6259.

Sincerely,

ietrich
Daphne
number

ense Systems & Electronics Group
Manager, Advanced Microelectronics Division
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TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION

Enclosure I to TI
Letter 230-341-211
dated 27 July 1989

Texas Instruments Incorporated i
support for your Super-Collider,
development effort with prototype
and verification:

Compi ementa
system; 2
integrity;
this circui
providing
transistors
but for an
part i ci pate
of layout by TI.

s pleased to provide the following
Charge Amplifier Integrated Circuit

wafer processing, die layout clean-up

PNP and NPN devices in any
total PNP and NPN devices
characterization. Each
radiation exposure being

die,
rules
Calrna graph
and topologi
fabricated
is $ 56,787.

less than
can be desi

effort. TI

o Texas Instruments
material with the
in the Military

will process a single
Complementary 01 with

Products Front End.
be $ 34,836.00 per
the wafer lot yiel

24 wafer start lot of
P-Ch. J-FET process

The processing charge
good lot completed.

d will be 7 finished
meet an agreed upon
static test cells.

PNP, P-Ch. J-FET
wafer to be good and
pass the probe of 4
agreement must be

TI.
not

out

pt of

o Device modeling for a group of 10
combinational group of less than 10
for both pre and post-radiation
modeling run of 10 units with actual
performed by Texas A&M is $ 8,136.00.

o With Texas A&M providing a preliminary layout
1 complete the layout to our design

ry DI /P-Ch. J-FET process on the
verify the layout for schematic

and 3 have a complete mask set
t. Each pass of this design effort
the circuit complexity is

Circuits of higher complexity
additional cost at a level of

in circuit design review prior to

TI will:
for the

I cs
cal
for

00,
ISO

gned
will

initialization

for this material will
it is anticipated that
wafers. Each wafer from this lot must
static specification for the wafer’s S
This test cell consists of a NPN,
transistors and two resistors. For each
deliverable, the test celldevices must
of the S cells. This specification
completed prior to initialization of the die layout by
TI is delivering only test cell evaluated material,
circuit probed wafers to Texas A&M. Good wafer
processing time is not to exceed 9 months after recei
the full mask set by the Military Products Frond End.
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August 28, 1989 In reply refer to: 90:0637AHC

Texas A & M University
Department of Electrical Engineering
College Station, Texas 77843-3128

Attention: Dr. Peter N. VanPeteghem

Subject: Harris Semiconductor, Military and Aerospace Division HM&AD ASIC
Proposal P-1988

Reference: Texas A & M Letter dated June 15, 1989 from Dr. VanPeteghem to Mr.
T. Danhauser

Gentlemen:

Harris Semiconductor. Military and Aerospace Division HM&AD is pleased to
provide this Rough Order of Magnitude RON Proposal for the development of a
mask set and wafer fabrication of Rad-Hard Particle Detection circuit.

STATEMENT OF WORK

HM&AD will take the circuit in Calma 605 II form and add drop-ins, alignment
marks and perform design rule checks. A 16 level mask set will be fabricated.
Following the completion of the mask set, one 1 wafer fab run of 20 wafers will
be started using the VHFP process. The wafers will receive in line probing and
be shipped to Texas A & N as PCM good wafers. The wafers will be circuit probed
at the customers site. HM&AD would receive the probed wafers and scribe, break,
and package the die in 40 pin CDIP packages.

DEVELOPMENT PRICE

This ROM price for development is currently based on using the VHFP process.

DEVICE
DESCRIPTION LIBRARY NRE S

Pre-Amp Array VHFP $75,000.

DEVELOPMENT DELIVERY

Prototype delivery is 15 weeks after customer release of a approved Calma GDS
II tape.

HARRIS CORPORATION SEMICONDUCTOR SECTOR P.O. BOX 883 MELBOURNE, Fl. 329024883 407-724-7000 FAX 407-729.5691TWX 510-959-8259
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ASSUMPTIONS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE

- The prices quoted herein assume delivery of PCM good wafers only.

- NRE includes the delivery of 25 package units. No package test -is included
in this quotation.

- Tools, test fixtures or equipment are considered to be expendable and no
inventory accountability or reporting cost is included herein.

- All pricing is based on non-classified circuits.

- No backup wafer fab runs are costed in this proposal.

MILESTONE BILLING

50% Upon Receipt of Order
50% Upon Shipment of First Units

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

HM&AD’s Standard Terms and Conditions of Sale Form N44B, Rev.1.E. attached
shall apply to any resultant order.

Validity Period: 30 days from date of ths proposal

F.O.B. Point: Palm Bay, Florida, Freigr: Collect

Terms of Payment: Net 30 days frot date of each invoice

Should you have any questions regarding this matter, please tontact the
undersigned at 407 729-5655 or the Program Manager, Mr. Joe Mayer at 407
729-5683.

Very truly yours,

A. H. Cannone
Manager, Contract Administration

AHC/mlm

cc: J. Mayer
T. Danhauser

HARRIS CORPORATION SEMICONDUCTOR SECTOR P.O. BOX 883 MELBOURNE. FL 32902-0883 407-724-1000 FAX LC-729-5691 TWX 510-959-6259



Honeywell

20-June-1989

To Whom It May Concern:

We aresupportiveof the efforts by Professors vanPeteghem,Geiger,andDiBitonto of
TexasA&M University in developinga radiationhardenedparticledetector for the
superconductingsupercollider. The developmentof radiationhardlinear integrated
circuit technology hasapplicationbeyondenergyresearchinto keyareasof defense
includingSDI aswell ascommercialspaceapplicationssuchastelecommunications,
satellite exploration,andthe mannedspacestation. As an industryleaderin these
areas,Honeywell believesthesubjectproposalcouldservean importantground-breaking
function by performingbasicresearchinto theperformanceof variousIC technologies
underradiationas well asunderstandingthemechanismsinvolved. Providingthis data
for industrywould acceleratethe developmentof advancedmicroelectronicsneededfor
next-generationcommercialanddefensesystems.

Honeywell’s SensorandSignaiProcessingLaboratoryhasbeencollaboratingwith
Professorvan Peteghemof TexasA&M Universitysinceearly 1989. Combiningtheir
expertisein circuit designwith Honeywell’sadvancedIC processingcapabilityenablesus
to progressmorequickly andefficently. We plan to continueour collaborationinto the

forseeablefuture aswell asinvolvingthe TexasA&M group in new programsat

Honeywell. We havedevelopeda high respectfor the technicalexcellenceof Professor
van Peteghem’steamandbelieveanyeffort they tacklewould bewell-served.

Sincerely,

David Tetzlaff
SectionHead,Digital/Linear GaAsICs
612 887-4052

HONEYWELL INC., SENSORS AND SIGNAL PROCESSING LABORATORY

10701 LYNDALE AVENUE SOUTH. BLOOMINGTON, MINNESOTA 55420, TELEPHONE 612/887-4317


